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ABSTRACT
The latest version of the CATH-Gene3D protein structure classification database has recently been released (version 4.1, http://www.cathdb.info). The resource comprises over 300 000 domain structures
and over 53 million protein domains classified into
2737 homologous superfamilies, doubling the number of predicted protein domains in the previous version. The daily-updated CATH-B, which contains our
very latest domain assignment data, provides putative classifications for over 100 000 additional protein domains. This article describes developments
to the CATH-Gene3D resource over the last two years
since the publication in 2015, including: significant
increases to our structural and sequence coverage;
expansion of the functional families in CATH; building a support vector machine (SVM) to automatically
assign domains to superfamilies; improved search
facilities to return alignments of query sequences
against multiple sequence alignments; the redesign
of the web pages and download site.

source Gene3D (5). Hidden Markov model (HMM) technology (6) is then employed to create profiles, or evolutionary fingerprints, seeded from these CATH structural
domains. All known protein sequences are then scanned
against these HMMs and where significant matches are
found, domain boundaries and evolutionary relationships
are inferred onto the query protein sequence.
CATH-Gene3D has recently become an ELIXIRendorsed resource. The ELIXIR programme has a number of objectives in developing bioinformatics resources,
including: training, developing data standards, collaborations, developing tools and supporting innovation (https:
//www.elixir-europe.org/). The CATH-Gene3D resource is
contributing to a current ELIXIR research programme,
EXCELERATE, in which the CATH-Gene3D HMMs are
being used to assign domain structure and function annotations for metagenome sequences in the marine metagenome
data use case.
CATH V4.1 RELEASE HIGHLIGHTS
Since the last release of CATH (v4.0), an additional ∼73
000 domains of known structure and over 4000 sequence
families (i.e. families of homologous domains with at least
35% sequence identity) have been incorporated.

INTRODUCTION
CATH-Gene3D, established in the mid 1990s, is a publiclyaccessible, online resource providing a protein domain
structure classification (1) (http://www.cathdb.info). CATH
identifies protein domain structures within protein threedimensional (3D) structures from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) (2) and assigns domains sharing evolutionary similarities to the same superfamily within the CATH hierarchical structure classification. The structural hierarchy allows these superfamilies to be organised within structural
space, the letters CATH represent the levels in that hierarchy: Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous superfamily.
Additional protein domain sequences with no known
structure are identified from UniProtKB (3) and Ensembl
(4) protein sequences and classified within our sister re-

CATH-B
Creating official releases of CATH (e.g. v4.1) is an important part of our resource pipeline: it provides a static target to which other resources (both internal and external)
can consistently reference their own data. Once the domain
definitions and classifications for a particular CATH release
have been ‘frozen’, the release protocol goes on to generate
additional calculations, annotations and analyses. The extra
data provided from these steps are integral both for internal
research projects in the future and the backwards compatibility required by the external scientific community. However, this release process also increases the time between
the very latest structures being released in the PDB and the
time annotations are made available in the latest release of
CATH-Gene3D.
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CATH FunFams
FunFams or Functional Families are sub-clusters of domains (structures and sequences) within homologous superfamilies that are likely to have highly similar structures
and functions. FunFams are generated by agglomerative
hierarchical clustering of domain relatives within a superfamily using the Genome Modelling and Model Annotation (GeMMA) algorithm (7) followed by optimal partitioning of the resulting superfamily clustering tree by
the automated family classification method, FunFHMMer
(8). FunFHMMer uses evolutionary patterns within cluster sequence alignments such as highly conserved positions and specificity-determining positions to distinguish
between clusters that are likely to share the same function
and vice-versa, thereby determining an optimal cut of the
superfamily tree.
Sub-classification of the CATH superfamilies into FunFams helps to capture the functional diversity within a superfamily and allows comparison of functional sites between relatives. This provides valuable insights into evolutionary mechanisms underlying changes in function (9,10).
It also helps to provide function annotations of greater
precision for more uncharacterised proteins than other
domain-based resources (8). Functional annotations predicted using CATH FunFam assignments were ranked
among the top five function prediction methods (out of 126
methods) in the Critical Assessment of Function Annotation experiment 2 (11) for both ‘molecular function’ and
‘biological process’ prediction.
To update the FunFams, the CATH superfamilies were
first populated with updated sequence domains from our
sister resource Gene3D (v14). These domain sequences were
obtained by scanning UniProtKB and Ensembl sequence
data against the CATH v4.1 HMMs (constructed for each
S35 cluster representative in a CATH superfamily using the
HMMER3 software suite (6)). Domains assigned to a given
CATH superfamily in v4.1 were mapped to equivalent domains assigned to FunFams in v4.0. Since it is possible that
domain boundaries change between versions of CATH (due

to updated software, updated HMMs, additional sequence
data, etc.), any domain that was seen to change significantly
(i.e. overlap < 70%) was removed from the existing FunFam.
These mapping issues affected ∼17% of the Gene3D sequences assigned in v4.1. Many of the domain sequences
that changed significantly came from singleton FunFams
(i.e. FunFams with a single member) or FunFams with low
populations, which resulted in removing ∼17 000 FunFams.
As a result, CATH-Gene3D v4.1 now comprises 92 882
FunFams from 2737 superfamilies. Approximately 12% of
the FunFams in v4.1 have increased in population by 10%
or more since v4.0.
After refreshing FunFams with the updated domain sequences, new FunFam HMMs were used to search against
the pool of novel domain sequences. Inclusion thresholds
were determined for each FunFam as described in (8) and
new domains were added to existing FunFams if the match
surpassed the inclusion threshold.
CATH currently classifies over 21 million domain sequences into FunFams within superfamilies. Since functional terms have been integrated from Gene3D (i.e. Gene
Ontology (GO) (12) and EC classification (13) terms), this
constitutes 27 459 unique functional terms associated with
FunFam sequences (4504 different EC terms and 22 955 different GO terms). Functional information is displayed on
dedicated web pages for each FunFam. CATH-FunFams
considerably increase the amount of functional information available for sequences in important model organisms.
For example, the current FunFams provide functional annotations for ∼50% of human proteins compared to 8.7%
of the human proteins that have been experimentally characterised to date (UniProt-GOA, September 2016, https:
//www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA).
For each FunFam, a multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
is constructed using MAFFT (14) and this is displayed on
the web page (see ‘Improvements to Web Pages’ Section).
An entropy-based method, Scorecons (15) is used to determine the information content of each MSA according to
the diversity of positions (DOPs) score, which also provides
the degree of conservation of each position in the alignment. Each column in an MSA has a conservation score
calculated between 0 (i.e. completely unconserved) and 1
(i.e. completely conserved). The DOPs score captures the
amount of diversity in an MSA by considering all of the
different conservation scores and their frequencies, and provides a value between 0 (i.e. zero diversity) and 100 (i.e. no
alignment positions have the same conservation score). An
MSA with a score of at least 70 is considered suitable diverse
for analysis.
Frozen FunFams. Highly informative FunFams (DOPs
score ≥ 70) have sufficient sequence diversity to identify positions highly conserved throughout evolution. There are
currently 14 930 (16%) highly informative FunFams from
2053 (75%) superfamilies, comprising 18 110 832 (∼85%)
sequences. These FunFams have been frozen and will be
maintained through future updates. The remaining FunFams will be regularly updated, i.e. sequences from all nonfrozen FunFams will be combined with any new sequences
added by future Gene3D scans. They will subsequently be
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To address this, we also provide access to the very latest
putative CATH annotations in CATH-B. This list of domain definitions and superfamily assignments is updated
daily (1) and is available to download in a number of different formats. Over 414 000 domains are present in CATHB, adding an additional ∼100 000 domains to the v4.1 release of CATH-Gene3D. There has also been a significant
increase in the number of homologous superfamilies putatively classified in CATH as a result of the new support vector machine (SVM) method (see ‘New Data in CATH’ Section).
Since a number of additional checks and analyses are performed when a release is frozen, it is possible that some assignments may change from CATH-B (e.g. additional evidence may allow two superfamilies to be merged). However,
in practice, only 0.15% of all domain boundaries and 0.02%
of all superfamily assignments were seen to change during
the last release process (from CATH-B to v4.1). As such,
these ‘putative’ assignments in CATH-B should be considered safe to use.
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re-clustered using our GeMMA protocol (7) and new functional families identified using the FunFHMMer algorithm
(8).
Displaying relationships between FunFams in a superfamily. Many highly-populated superfamilies in CATH incorporate considerable structural and functional diversity. A
comprehensive summary of sequence, structure and functional diversity in a CATH superfamily can be provided by
the use of FunFam similarity networks. For all CATH domain superfamilies having two or more FunFams, superfamily networks have been constructed in which FunFams
are represented by nodes and the edge distances correspond
to the sequence similarity between the FunFam HMMs assessed using profile comparer (PRC) (16). For example, Figure 1 shows two networks for the structurally and functionally diverse HUP superfamily that are useful for understanding how function has been modulated by sequence or
structure changes between the FunFams.
FunFam naming method. FunFam names are derived from
an analysis of the UniProtKB descriptions assigned to each
of the member sequences. The intention was to provide an
algorithm that selects a single UniProtKB description that
best represents all the sequences in the cluster. Ideally this
would provide FunFams with names that are unique, specific and biologically relevant. Since some FunFams can
contain a large number of sequences with very different
UniProtKB descriptions, it was also important that the
given name tries to take into account diversity as well as
specificity.
For each FunFam cluster:

• Remove redundancy from very similar sequences (CDHIT (17) at 95% sequence identity)
• Normalise all the terms (words) seen in all the UniProtKB descriptions: removing trivial terms and standardising nomenclature where possible
• Provide each term with a score based on the frequency
across the entire cluster
• Score each UniProtKB description by summing the values of each of the constituent terms
• Normalise the scores to favour descriptions where the
number of terms is closest to the average number of terms
seen in the cluster (avoiding over-specific names)
NEW DATA IN CATH
Homology assignments using an SVM-based method
In order to keep pace with the number of incoming PDB
structures, it is important to be able to use automatic methods to inherit annotations from previous curations (e.g.
domain boundaries and homology assignments). However,
incorporating automatic annotations without appropriate
supervision can introduce inaccuracies, and these inaccuracies can be compounded when automated annotations
are chained together. To address this, a number of internal checks are made on putative domain boundary assignments. If any of these checks fail, the chopping is sent to be
manually validated; a process that often results in the suggested boundary being adjusting by one or two residues.
While this curation process can be time-consuming, it has
been integral in allowing us to build accurate, high-quality
HMMs for each sequence family (S35), seeded by the sequence of a robustly assigned representative domain struc-
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Figure 1. Visualisation of functional and structural diversity in the HUP superfamily using Cytoscape (25). The nodes in the network represent FunFams
and the edges represent sequence similarities between the FunFam HMMs calculated using Profile Comparer (PRC) (16). The size of the nodes (FunFams)
reflects their number of sequences and the nodes are linked by edges if the similarity of their HMMs is above a PRC score of 10. (A) This network highlights
the functional diversity of the HUP superfamily where all nodes are coloured according to the EC numbers of their constituent sequences and grey nodes
indicate those without any EC annotation (including non-enzymes). (B) This network shows the available structure data among the FunFams with high
information content in the HUP superfamily. The purple coloured nodes indicate FunFams with known structure and the grey nodes indicate FunFams
without any known structure. Structural representatives of selected FunFams (encircled and numbered in red) are shown at the bottom of the figure to
highlight the structural diversity of the superfamily.
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ture. Currently domains in ∼5% of new depositions fail
these checks and have to be manually ‘chopped’.
Assigning domains to superfamilies in CATH can also
be difficult if the query domain in question is a remote homologue to classified relatives. High quality manual assignments can be used in such cases, but they are time intensive and require expertise. To help overcome these issues, a
supervised SVM has recently been implemented. This combines all available data on sequence and structural similarity
for known relatives in CATH-Gene3D to produce a powerful predictor that can identify remote evolutionary relationships. Similarity measures are collected using a variety
of metrics from two algorithms: SSAP (18) and PRC (16).
The SVM was benchmarked using a 50/50 set of homologous and non-homologous domain pairs. A total of 21 576
pairs of CATH domains were evenly divided into 10 788
homologous pairs and 10 788 non-homologous pairs. This
data set was constructed similar to the procedure in (19),
where ‘easy’ positives are removed to produce a list containing no two domains with high sequence identity between
them. Also, no two domains had a SSAP score above 80.
This provided a list of 3788 domains, from which the pairs
were generated. The 10 788 negatives (i.e. non-homologues)

were selected from across the CATH classification as follows:
•
•
•
•

5754 (∼8/15ths) are T-level matches
2877 (∼4/15ths) are A-level matches
1438 (∼2/15ths) are C-level matches
719 (∼1/15th) are domains in different classes.

The negative pairs were randomly selected from across
this set. The Class (C)-level of CATH represents the types
of structural content present in a domain, e.g. mainly alpha helical, mainly beta sheet, alpha-beta. The A-level represents similarities in domain architectures, i.e. the 3D arrangements of secondary structure elements. The T-level
represents similarities in the topology/fold, i.e. the 3D arrangement and the connections between secondary structure elements. Finally, the H-level represents the evolutionary related members grouped together in homologous superfamilies.
The graph in Figure 2 represents the results of testing multiple scoring methods. Groups of lines in the same
colour represent repeated SVM experiments on a random
50/50 split of data into training and testing. The green lines
represent the PRC and SSAP score SVMs, which was cho-
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Figure 2. The precision and recall results from the first benchmark where equal sets of carefully chosen homologous and non-homologous domain pairs
were using for the training and testing of various scoring algorithms.
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sen as the final SVM. Adding other algorithms does not
make enough difference to the results to justify adding in
extra complexity. The black lines represent the final SVM
results.
Further work was done in comparing/combining structural comparison scores in a SVM. These results combined
with those above indicated that additional methods (e.g.
Structal (20), TM-Align (21)) did not significantly improve
performance.
When assigning domains to a CATH superfamily using the SVM algorithm, the following protocol was used.
Firstly, find the best SVM hit to an assigned domain with an
SVM score that reaches the optimal benchmarked threshold
(3.47) and a SSAP overlap of at least 70%. If there is such
a hit, and its match does not belong to a node known to
be problematic (e.g. the beta propellers that often provide
false positives), assign the domain to the hit’s superfamily.
Otherwise, find the SSAP hit with the highest SSAP score,
where the SSAP score ≥ 70 and the SSAP overlap ≥ 60%. If
this hit exists, assign the domain to a brand new superfamily
within the match’s fold (i.e. create a new superfamily in the
fold and assign to that). Otherwise, document the domain
and its match information for manual assessment as it may
belong to a new fold.
The SVM has already been deployed to tackle as much as
possible of the backlog of unassigned domains. This caused

a bump in the growth of CATH; in ∼3 months that the
assignments were performed on this backlog (December
2015–March 2016), the number of assigned domains increased by 67 000 (∼20%).
Improvements to the web pages
The home page. Introductory information is provided on:
3D structure; protein evolution; protein function; and conserved sites by selecting the new ‘Find out more’ buttons
(Figure 3). These pop-up windows also explain how to use
CATH-Gene3D to find the information that the user may
be looking for. Also provided on the home page are the latest statistics for the most recent version of CATH and for
CATH-B, together with download links.
Sequence search. Users can search for matches to structural domains and functional families. The user’s query sequence is scanned against all sequences in CATH using
BLAST (22) to find the most closely related match.
Sequence alignment/structure viewer. A new sequence
alignment to structure viewer has been introduced to the
FunFam pages to more clearly highlight how conservation
patterns in the sequence alignment map to the 3D structure
(Figure 4). This feature combines MSAViewer (23), a multi-
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Figure 3. Redesigned home page for CATH-Gene3D.
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ple sequence alignment viewer and 3DMol.js, a 3D molecular structure viewer (24).
Open source tools on GitHub
CATH-Gene3D software tools for protein structure analysis have been made available under the GNU GPL v3
License at GitHub (https://github.com/UCLOrengoGroup/
cath-tools). For example, the latest version of SSAP, the
CATH structure comparison algorithm can be downloaded
as cath-ssap. Other tools include cath-superpose, which superposes multiple protein structures, and cath-resolve-hits,
a tool that takes a list of hits to a protein and quickly identifies the optimal subset that constitute a single, consistent
architecture.
Whenever any changes are pushed to the GitHub
repository, the new version’s documentation is built by
Read the Docs (http://cath-tools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/)
and its code is built by Travis-CI (https://travis-ci.org/

UCLOrengoGroup/cath-tools). The Travis build includes
build-verification tests containing over 250 000 testassertions in over 700 test-cases. If the build and tests are
successful, the resulting Ubuntu executable files are made
available for public download. At present, binaries built on
Ubuntu 12.04 Linux are provided; the code is developed under both GCC and Clang with strict compilation settings
(including failing on warnings). We welcome engagement
from users interested in using the code on other mainstream
platforms.
Outreach with social media
To inform users of our ongoing work in developing and updating CATH through CATH-B, we provide weekly tweets
on newly identified domains and newly classified domains
(@CATHDatabase). These automated tweets also provide
a link to an example domain that has been classified within
the last week.
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Figure 4. Section of the CATH web pages displaying the multiple sequence alignment for a CATH FunFam (3.40.50.620/FF/89168) underneath the
structural domain chosen to represent the cluster (1ct9C02). The degree of sequence conservation is highlighted on a sliding colour scale on both the
alignment and the structure (blue-red signifying low-high conservation). Clicking on the alignment positions on the alignment highlights accompanying
residues in the structure. The sequence alignment and 3D structure are displayed using open source tools: MSAViewer and 3DMol.js, respectively.
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This article describes the latest release of CATH-Gene3D
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53 million predicted domain sequences. This represents a
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to allow users to align their query sequences against closest
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